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Ergativity

Research questions: 

What is the role of meaning in the learning of 
morphology? What is the role of agent to learn 
about the grammatical category subject?

Are agents in multi-party events (transitive) 
treated similarly to agents in single-party events 
(intransitive)?
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Ergativity vs.  Accusativity
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Ergativity: Dyirbal

(Dixon 1992)
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Morphological Ergativity: K’iche

(Larsen 1988)
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Split ergativity: Jacaltec

Contrast between main and subordinate clauses. 

Ergative is marked in main clauses and finite 
subordinate clauses but not in infinite subordinate 
clauses.

6
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Split-ergativity: Hindi 

Hindi (Indo-European, mainly Nothern India).

Transitive actions do not receive uniform 
morphological marking. Only in perfective contexts 
they are marked with the clitic ne (ergative case). S 
are typically null marked.

between ‘agent of transitive action’ (which can be marked with ergative
or nominative case), and ‘actor of intransitive action’ (which can receive
absolutive or nominative case-marking). If children do indeed rely on a
narrower prelinguistic construal of agency, the lack of overextension errors
in children acquiring ergative case is predicted, since they have no bias to
group agents of transitive actions and actors of intransitive actions together
in the first place (for arguments against innate linking rules, see Bowerman,
1990).
Languages with split case-systems provide an interesting test domain to

examine whether an even narrower innate concept of agency plays a role in
children’s acquisition of case-marking in their language. Split case-marking
across languages is conditioned by relatively fine-grained semantic factors
(Siegel, 2000), requiring an even more constrained definition of agency than
the role of transitive agent. In such languages, the A role argument might
receive overt marking in some contexts and no marking in others, on the
basis of factors such as tense-aspect, person, animacy, pragmatic function,
etc. (Van Valin, 1992).
In a split-ergative language such as Hindi (Indo-European, spoken mainly

in Northern India), agents of transitive actions do not receive uniform
morphological marking (see Pandharipande & Kachru, 1977, and references
cited therein).2 In non-perfective contexts, A role arguments do not receive
any overt marking (‘nominative case’), whereas in perfective contexts, they
are marked with the clitic ne (‘ergative case’) (examples (5), (6)) ; barring
some lexical exceptions, S role arguments are typically null-marked (7) :3

(5) wo haar uThaa-taa hae.
‘He-NOM necklace-NOM lift-IPFV.SG.M. be.PRS.3SG.’
‘He picks up a necklace’

(6) us=ne haar uThaa-yaa.
‘He=ERG necklace-NOM lift-PFV.SG.M.’
‘He picked up a necklace. ’

(7) wo baeTh-aa.
‘he-NOM sit-PFV.SG.M.’
‘He sat (down). ’

[2] The term ‘split-ergative’ is somewhat of a misnomer in Hindi since case-alternations on
the subject are conditioned by perfectivity, case-alternations on the object are con-
ditioned by animacy, definiteness, and specificity, and the two types of marking alternate
(partly) independently of each other (Mohanan, 1994).

[3] Glossing conventions are based on the Leipzig Glossing Rules (http://www.eva.mpg.de/
lingua/files/morpheme.html) : 1 : first person; 2 : second person; 3 : third person; ACC:
accusative; ERG: ergative; F : feminine; FUT: future; GEN: genitive; IMP: impera-
tive; INF: infinitive; INS: instrumental ; IPFV: imperfective; M: masculine; NOM:
nominative; PFV: perfective; PL: plural; PRS: present; PROG: progressive; PST:
past; SG: singular; DM: discourse marker; LV: light verb.

AGENCY AND CASE-MARKING IN EARLY CHILD HINDI

789

(Narasimhan 2005: 789)
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Ergativity

Different systems (split vs. non-split, kind of split) pose 
different challenges to the child. Different generalization 
processes will be at work

Degree to which morphology is consistently accusative 
or ergative.

Degree to which adults use the morphology.

Degree to which the morphology marks a productive 
lexical class in the language. The more members a 
lexical class has the more successful the generalization 
process.

(Pye 1990)
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Ergativity

2 possible approaches by children:

‘Agentivity-bias’: Children treat agents alike and rely on agent related notion of 
‘agentive participant’. This includes agents of transitive verbs and intransitive 
verbs (Brown 1973, Braine 1976, Pinker 1984).

Prediction: Children in their early phases treat S and A alike only later on 
adapting to language specific codings, i.e. children learning ergative 
languages would either

overextend the ergative marker for A to S.

Or only distinguish between A and O and leave S unmarked and later 
on extend the absolutive marking of O to S. 

Test: data from ergative languages

Children adapt to the language specific pattern right from the beginning. 
Distributional learning is responsible for this (Pye 1990)
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Ergativity in K’iche Maya

K’iche: Ergative marking throughout persons, 
aspects and clause levels (non-split system)

(Pye 1990)
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Ergativity in K’iche Maya

Children; Al Tiya:n (2;1- 2;10), Al Cha:y (2;9 - 3;1), A 
Carlos (3;0 -3;7) 

(Pye 1990)11
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Ergativity in K’iche Maya

Total overgeneralizations:

Session 7-9 A Carlos 3% of total person marker 
usage and 1% in sesssion 13-15.

Children ocassionally overgeneralize the ergative 
marker to intransitive verbs and the absolutive 
marker to A.

(Pye 1990)13
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Ergativity in Samoan (Ochs 1982)

1 year field work in a traditional Samoan village. 

Longitudinal study of 6 children (Video-Audio) living in 
different households.

Age of the children at the beginning of the study (2;1, 2;1, 2;3, 
2;10, 2;11, 3;4) 

Recordings 3 h every 5 weeks, 148 h of recording, 20 h video 
rest audio

Transcription with help of family members of the child.

40 h of adult-adult spontaneous speech
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Samoa
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Samoan

16

Polynesian language spoken in Western Samoa

very hierarchically structured society

up to age 6 month the child spends most of her time with the 
mother, but other women or children help as well. Child is carried 
by other children

they speak quite a bit about children

but children of about under 1 year of age are not treated as 
communicative partners, but the caretakers are adressed instead

as soon as the child gets more mobile children are addressed more 
but mainly with imperatives and not as communication partners.
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Ergativity in Samoan 

Morphologically ergative, ergative case marking

Syntactically accusative

Ergative marking is learned late, 3-4 year olds use it 
in only 5% of the contexts, younger children not at 
all.

Different from the results on K’iche and Kaluli 
(Schieffelin, 1979), where ergative marking is 
acquired early (before age 3).

(Ochs 1982)
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Ergativity in Samoan 

To account for the differences with Kaluli and K’iche 2 
sources are considered:

perceptual features of Samoan ergative marking

sociolinguistic status of Samoan ergative marking.

Major differences with Kaluli in usage patterns

In Samoan ergative case marking is constrained by 
social identity of the speaker and degree of social 
distance between speaker and addressee.

(Ochs 1982)
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Ergativity in Samoan 

Transitive subject is marked with the ergative (e) 
only when the transitive subject follows the verb 
(VAO, VOA, OVA)

(Ochs 1982)
19

649 ERGATlVlTY AND WORD ORDER IN SAMOAN CHILD LANGUAGE 

ERGATIVECASE-MARKING I N  SAMOAN 

2. As in many ergative languages, the ergativelabsolutive distinctions of 

Samoan are expressed through nominal case-marking. In Samoan, the transitive 
subject is preceded by the particle e only when the transitive subject follows 
the verb (VSO, VOS. OVS).' Intransitive subjects following the verb, as well 
as all direct objects, receive zero case-marking: 

(1) TRANSITIVESENTENCE 

VSO: N a  fasi e le tama Sina.   
PAST hit ERG ART boy Sina  

VOS: N a  fasi Sina e le t ama .   
PAST hit Sina ERG ART boy  

'The boy hit Sina.'  
(2) INTRANSITIVESENTENCE 

VS: '010'0 m o e  le t ama .   

PRES.PROG sleep ART boy  
'The boy is sleeping.'  

Another restriction on the expression of ECM concerns the type of transitive 
construction used. Chung has distinguished two types of transitive construc- 
tions in Samoan. The first contains CANONICAL transitive verbs, and marks the 
subject with the ergative particle e ;  sample verbs are fasi 'hit', ave  'take', 

alrmai 'bring', tape ' to kill (an animal)', po 'punch', ' a i  'eat', in[{ 'drink', kiki 
'kick'. and fai 'make'. The second category of transitive construction contains 
MIDDLE verbs, e.g. va 'a i  'see', mana 'o  'want', tano 'touch'. tilotilo 'gaze at ' ,  
fa 'alogologo 'listen to', ita 'hate', and alofa 'love'. Middle verbs are generally 
(but not exclusively) verbs of perception, cognition, desire, and emotion. The 
one outstanding exception to this grouping is iloa 'know', which behaves like 

a canonical transitive verb in that its subject is marked by the ergative particle 
e .  Middle verb constructions, without modification through suffixation (tran- 
sitive suffix), do NOT mark subjects with the ergative particle.' Further, unlike 
objects of canonical transitive verbs, middle verb objects are marked by the 
preceding particle i (if common noun), ici (if proper noun or pronoun), or icite 

' Samoan is a predominantly verb-initial language (Greenberg 1966. Chung 1978). An earlier 

study (Ochs 1981) shows that VSO and VOS orders are used with almost equal frequency (34.6% 

and 36% of transitives with three full constituents). Constituents may be placed before the verb 

(e.g. SVO, OVS. OSV);  but these are more marked word-orders, in the sense that a focus or topic 

particle marks such preverbal NP's: 

SVO: '0  Pesio nu 'ai le mugo. 
TOPIC Pesio PAST eat ART mango 

'PESIOate the mango.' 
OVS: '0 le mugo nu 'ai e Pesio 

TOPIC A R T  mango PAST eat ERG Pesio 
'The M.\NGO. Pesio ate. '  

In Hopper & Thompson's 1980 framework, canonical transitive clauses tend to be characterized 

by more features of transitivity than do middle verb constructions. e.g. expressing actions that are 

volitional, punctual. telic-whose agents are high in potency. and whose patients tend to be 

individuated and highly affected by the action specified. Samoan distinguishes agents of such 

constructions with the particle e .  
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Ergativity in Samoan 

2 types of transitive verbs 

Canonical verbs (e.g. fasi, ‘hit’, ave ‘take’) the get 
marked with the ergative particle. 

Middle verbs, verbs of perception, emotion 
cognition, desire etc. (z.B. ita ‘hate’, alofa ‘love’) no 
ergative particle.
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Ergativity in Samoan 

ERGATlVlTY AND WORD ORDER IN SAMOAN CHILD LANGUAGE 65 1 

Transitive: le faiga e 'oulua  
ART doing ERG YOU(DU)  

'your (two) doing'  

3. While much has been written on the morphological and syntactic scope 
of ergativity across languages, little is known about the sociological scope of 

ergative morpho-syntax within a language-i.e., about the extent to which 
speakers distinguish ergative from absolutive, and the extent to which use of 
the case-marking is sensitive to variation in social context (cf. Gumperz 1972, 

1977, Hymes 1967. 1974. Labov 1963, 1966. 1972). 
A study of adult Samoan speech across several socially significant contexts 

indicates that the ergative nominal case-marker e is used variably across these 
contexts. The use of the marker is sensitive to the social distance obtaining 
between speaker and hearer and to sex of speaker. The range of variation in 
the use of ECM in transitive clauses by adult Samoans is presented in Table 
1 ,  in which five different social situations are represented. 

ERGATIVE CASE-

M A R K E R S  IN 

POSTVERBAL UTTERANCES 

AGENTS .AGENTS ERGATIVE CASE- WITH 

EXPRESSED IN EXPRESSED IN M A R K E R S  IN POSTVERBAL 

SITUATION TOTAL CORPUS TOTAL CORPUS TOTAL CORPUS AGENTS 

I:  Informal. women to female 40.0% (60) 20.0% (30) 4.0% (6) 20.0% (6) 

adults and children. 

family members (150 total 
clauses) 

11: Informal. men to femalei  40.0% (24) 30.0% (18) 5.0% (3) 16.6% (3)  

male adults and children.  

family members (60 total  
clauses)  

111: Informal. women to female  52.5% (63) 29.2% (35) 13.34% (16) 45.7% (16) 

adults, non-family 

members ( I20 total 
clauses) 

IV: Informal. men to male  40.0% (20) 32.0% (16) 24.0% (12) 75.0% (12) 

adults, non-fam~ly 

members (50 total 
clauses) 

V:   Formal. titled men in 55.3% (31) 39 3% (22) 28.6'2 (16) 72.3% (16)  

d~scussion portlon of  

village council meetings  
(56 total clauses)  

In SITUATION I. women of the same extended family are talking to one another 
and to their children within the household compound. In SITUATION 11, men 
are speaking to both male and female family members, adult and child. In these 
two situations, speech to child was not distinguished from speech to another 
adult-because, first, many persons were participating in the interactions, and 

(Ochs 1982)
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Ergativity in Samoan

Social distance between speaker and audience is an 
important factor for the use of ergative.

The greater the social distance the more likely the 
ergative marker will be used. 

Sex of speaker:

Both men and women use the ergative rarely in in 
intimate settings, 

Men use the marker much more than women in non-
intimate settings.

(Ochs 1982)
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Ergativity in Samoan 

Results child speech:

Children express agents very rarely

Children between 2-4 years rarely use the ergative 
marker.

Potential reasons:

perceptual characteristics of ergative case-marking

frequency and context of occurrence.

(Ochs 1982)
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Ergativity in Samoan 

- - 

ERGATlVlTY AND WORD ORDER IN SAMOAN CHILD LANGUAGE 659 

The ergative particle in Samoan has a number of perceptually distressful 

characteristics (in terms of Slobin's list), being characterized by only four of 
the twelve features of perceptual saliency: it is syllabic, consistent with word- 
order patterns, regular, and has no homonymous case-marker. This fact could 
certainly affect the acquisition of the case-marker by Samoan children. How- 
ever, if we examine features of Kaluli case-marking, acquired much earlier 
than that of Samoan, we find that it too lacks many acquisition-facilitating 

features: Table 3 shows that, like Samoan, it is characterized by only four of 
these features. 

F E4 TURE  S . 4 ~ 0 . 4 ~  K ~ L U L I  

post posed - + 
syllabic + + 
stressed - '? 

obligatory - -

-tied to noun +  
rationally ordered n.a. n.a .   

consistent with word-order pattern + +  
non-synthetic n.a. n.a.  
only grammatical functions - - 

regular + - 

applied to all pro-forms  

no homonymous case-markers + - 

TABLE3 .  (The question mark opposite 'stressed' for Kaluli reflects the fact that the prosodic 
system of this tone language has not been worked out .)  

In both languages, the ergative marker is non-obligatory, in that it is subject 
to morpho-syntactic constraints. As noted, in Samoan, ERG appears only on 
transitive subjects that follow the verb; in Kaluli, it appears only when the 
transitive subject immediately precedes the verb (OAV). In Samoan, the 

marker appears on all pro-forms except clitics (and these always appear before 
the verb). In Kaluli, the restriction is much more severe, in that no personal 
pronoun can be marked with ERG; the marker appears only with full nouns and 
demonstratives. Further, unlike Samoan, Kaluli has homonymous case-mark- 
ers: the ERG particle is also used to mark the genitive and instrumental cases. 

With the knowledge that Kaluli ergative-marking is acquired earlier than that 
of Samoan, it would be plausible to infer that the acquisition-facilitating features 
that distinguish Kaluli from Samoan have a greater impact than those that 
distinguish Samoan from Kaluli. That the ergative marker is postposed and 
tied to the noun in Kaluli, while the Samoan marker is preposed, and inde- 
pendent of the noun, may account for the differential rates of acquisition be- 
tween these two groups of children.' 

Whether or not the morphological marker c should be considered a lexical item. distinct from 
the noun that follows. is a relatively difficult issue-as is generally the case with unstressed 

morphemes in languages. As partial evidence of its independent nature. it may be noted that lexical 

modifiers of the agent noun can appear between the particle r and the noun: 

V ' o i l rnei  'iiigcc r~lc'rc.1 ~ 3  

P A S T  feed ERG this family ART village  

'This family fed the village.'  

(Ochs 1982)
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Ergativity in Samoan

Kaluli case marking even though learned earlier 
seems to be less salient (fewer features of perceptual 
saliency than Samoan).

Both Kaluli and Samoan do have non-obligatory 
marking, but in Samoan it is situationally restricted, 
not so in Kaluli (if the transitive subject appears 
before the verb ergative marking must be used).  

(Ochs 1982)
25
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Ergativity in Samoan 

LANGUAGE. VOLUME 58, NUMBER 3 (1982) 

ERGATIVE CASE-

M-ZRKERS I N  

POSTVERBAL UTTERANCES 

AGENTS AGENTS ERGATIVE C-ZSE- WITH 

EXPRESSED IN EXPRESSED IN U-ZRKERS IN I 

CHILD/AGEAT ONSET OF STUDY TOT-ZL CORPUS TOTAL CORPUS TOTAL CORPLS 

Matu'uI2;l (76 total clauses) 

1akopoR;I (50 total clauses) 

Pesio/2:3 (1 13 total clauses) 

Naom112:lO (109 total clauses) 

N1ulala12:l 1 ( 148 total clauses) 
Maselino/3:4 (86 total clauses) 

22.4% (17) 

30.0% (15) 

13.3% (15) 

15.6% (17) 

21.6% (32) 
36.0% (31) 

14.5% ( I  1 )  

12.0% (6) 
4.4% ( 5 )  

10.1% (11) 

13.5% (20) 
33.7% (19) 

0.0% (0) 

0.0% (0) 

0.0% (0) 

0.9% ( I I)" 
0.7% ( I )  

4.6% (4) 

TABLE 2. (The item marked with an asterisk is a partial repetition of adult speech.) 

in one utterance each, representing .9% and .7% respectively of their total 
canonical transitives (cf. 10.1% and 13.5% respectively of their transitives with 
postverbal agents). These extremely low percentages led me to examine the 
speech of an older sibling, Maselino, who was not one of the 'focal' children 
in the study, and was present only intermittently throughout the recording 
sessions. The percentage of ECM was higher in his speech: 4.6% of the total 
canonical transitives (cf. 33.7% of those with postverbal agents). However. 
these figures are still extremely low, and provide no evidence that ECM is part 
of his productive competence. 

An example in which the ergative case-marker e is both omitted and ex- 
pressed is the following: 
(14) Niulala, d ,  3;4 

CONTEXT  CHILD 

N has noticed and talked about tractor 

moving along road. He then begins to 

scare and threaten the others present. 

N:  srrn okoril 
strike down  you(^^) 

'It's going to strike you down.' 

srtu oXolr e r t ~ ~ h o u  lolil + 

strike down you ERG O U ~ ( E X C L )truck 

'Our truck is going to strike you down.' 

S I ~ N  okou makorc 1011' ,foul+-
strike down you O U ~ ( E X C L )truck new 

'Our new truck is going to strike you 

down.' 

Examples 15-17 illustrate further instances in which children use the ergative 
case-marker: 

( 15) Naomi, 3 ,  2;11. with mother 
CONTEXT CHILD ADCLT 

N hits mother. asks where 

her mango is. 

N:  ikcre rrtncl ttzngol 
shit finish mango 

'Shit, the mango is 
finished.' 

lltncl tt7(1~0 ( 1 ' 1 1 :  
finish mango my 

Ochs, 1982:65626
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Example: use of ergative by children and 
consequences

27

 

(4) Samoan (Duranti 1994) 

 [Dinner conversation: child O wants the biggest piece of banana:] 

 O leai, leai, e l!", e l!" le} kipi"" 
  no no is not is not  cut 

  ‘No, no, that’s not the one that’s cut.’ 

 [Mother Savali (S.) switches the piece of banana with a bigger one from the 
 plate and  gives it to O. O’s elder sister R comments:] 

 R: maga’o # e faka’akel! aga in 
  want EMPH TAM make-big 3s PRO 

  ‘(She) wants hers to be the biggest.’ 

 [O coughs; S responds, laughing] 

 S: ’ae ua uma aga ave e Kilisimasi le mea k(h)e(h)l(h)!! 
  but PST finish COMP take ERG K. ART thing big 

  ‘But Kilisimasi has already taken the big one.’ 

 [Kilisimasi, O’s elder brother, responds:] 

 K: ’o la’u mea lea ua au=mai e Savali. 
  PRED 1sPOSS thing DEM PST give=1sP ERG S. 

  ‘That’s the one that Savali gave me.’ 

 [Mother abruptly turns to K:] 

 S: ‘ua uma na ’! ’ai? 
  PST finish COMP you eat 

  ‘Have you finished eating?’ 

 [K nods.] 

 S: alu ese l#’ia ma ig#. 
  go away then from DEM.LOC 

  ‘Then get away from here.’ 

   

 

 

Bickel, Balthasar (2000). Grammar and social practice: the role of 'culture' in 
linguistic relativity. In Susanne Niemeier & René Dirven (eds.) Evidence for 
linguistic relativity, 161 – 191. Amsterdam: Benjamins. 

Bickel, Balthasar (2001). Deictic transposition and referential practice in Belhare. 
Journal of Linguistic Anthropology 10, 224  – 247. 

Duranti, Alessandro (1994). From grammar to politics: linguistic anthropology in a 
Western Samoan village. Berkeley: University of California Press. 

 

 

(Duranti, 1994)
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this sense, the tables illustrate strategies employed by young children in pro- 
ducing different types (vs, tokens of the same and different type) of intransitive 
and transitive constructions. 

SESSION I SESSION 111 SESSION V SESSION VII AVERAGE 

Matu'u 100.0% (9) 70.0% (7) 84.6% (21) 71.4% (20) 81.5% 

Iakopo 100.0% ( I )  85.7% (6) 85.7%((18) 85.2%(23) 89.2% 

Pesio 96.1% (25) 80.0% (4) 78.9% (30) 86.5% (45) 85.4% 

Naomi IOO.O% (16) 70.6% (112) 91.3% (22) 75.8% (25) 84.4% 

Niulala 90.9% (30) 77.3% (34) 88.9% (64) 65.8% (25) 80.7% 

TABLE4. 

Table 4 summarizes word-order strategies of Samoan children in producing 
intransitive utterances containing a major argument. The table does not include 

major arguments expressed as clitic pronouns, given that the order of subject 
clitic pronouns in adult Samoan is fixed in preverbal position (cf. fn. 1 ,  above). 
The table indicates the frequency with which children place the major argument 
after the intransitive verb (VS order). As can be seen, there is a strong pref- 
erence for this word order. This is true particularly in the earliest sample 
(Session I), where 90-100% of intransitive major arguments appear in post- 
verbal position. 

These data are compared, in the following tables, to word-order preferences 
in canonical transitive utterances containing both an expressed agent (A) and 
patient ( 0 ) .  As in Table 4, these tables do not represent utterances containing 
clitic pronouns. They illustrate word-order strategies in canonical transitives 
with agents and patients expressed as full NP's, because these constituents 
may appear in a range of positions with relation to each other and to the 

transitive verb (VOA, VAO, AVO etc.) The question which these tables address 
is: 'In utterances in which both an agent and a patient are expressed, what are 

the preferred orders for encoding these roles?' 
Table 5 shows the percentages and frequencies of each word order in the 

speech of the young children in our study. (The heading O[VA] in the last 
column here and below indicates that a relative clause followed the 0.)Tables 
6-10 specify for each child the frequencies of different word orders in each 
recording session. These tables indicate a strong preference for VOA (average 
52.3%) and AVO (average 29.8%) word orders, and a dispreference for VAO 
(average 11.3%) and other orders in which agent is expressed after the verb. 
Only Niulala, the oldest child in the study, displays no strong preference for 
certain orders over others. 

TOTAL VOA AVO OAV AOV VAO OVA O[VA] 

Matu'u 43 53.5% (23) 32.6% (14) - - 7.0% (3) 2.3% ( 1 )  4.6% (2) 

lakopo 19 52.6% (10) 42.1% (8) 5.3% ( I )  - - - -

Pesio 23 69.5% (16) 17.4% (4) - 4.4% ( 1 )  8.7% ( 2 )  - -

Naomi 26 65.4% (17) 23.1% (6) - - 1 1 . 5 % ( 3 )  - -

Niulala 40 32.5% (13) 32.5% (13) - - 12.5% (9) 10.0% (4) 2.5% ( I )  

TOTALS 151 52.3% (79) 29.8% (45) .7% ( 1 )  .7% ( 1 )  11.3% (17) 3.3% (5) 1.9% (3) 

T 4 ~ r . r ~5. 

Intransitive utterances (VS order)

(Ochs 1982)
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this sense, the tables illustrate strategies employed by young children in pro- 
ducing different types (vs, tokens of the same and different type) of intransitive 
and transitive constructions. 

SESSION I SESSION 111 SESSION V SESSION VII AVERAGE 

Matu'u 100.0% (9) 70.0% (7) 84.6% (21) 71.4% (20) 81.5% 

Iakopo 100.0% ( I )  85.7% (6) 85.7%((18) 85.2%(23) 89.2% 

Pesio 96.1% (25) 80.0% (4) 78.9% (30) 86.5% (45) 85.4% 

Naomi IOO.O% (16) 70.6% (112) 91.3% (22) 75.8% (25) 84.4% 

Niulala 90.9% (30) 77.3% (34) 88.9% (64) 65.8% (25) 80.7% 

TABLE4. 

Table 4 summarizes word-order strategies of Samoan children in producing 
intransitive utterances containing a major argument. The table does not include 

major arguments expressed as clitic pronouns, given that the order of subject 
clitic pronouns in adult Samoan is fixed in preverbal position (cf. fn. 1 ,  above). 
The table indicates the frequency with which children place the major argument 
after the intransitive verb (VS order). As can be seen, there is a strong pref- 
erence for this word order. This is true particularly in the earliest sample 
(Session I), where 90-100% of intransitive major arguments appear in post- 
verbal position. 

These data are compared, in the following tables, to word-order preferences 
in canonical transitive utterances containing both an expressed agent (A) and 
patient ( 0 ) .  As in Table 4, these tables do not represent utterances containing 
clitic pronouns. They illustrate word-order strategies in canonical transitives 
with agents and patients expressed as full NP's, because these constituents 
may appear in a range of positions with relation to each other and to the 

transitive verb (VOA, VAO, AVO etc.) The question which these tables address 
is: 'In utterances in which both an agent and a patient are expressed, what are 

the preferred orders for encoding these roles?' 
Table 5 shows the percentages and frequencies of each word order in the 

speech of the young children in our study. (The heading O[VA] in the last 
column here and below indicates that a relative clause followed the 0.)Tables 
6-10 specify for each child the frequencies of different word orders in each 
recording session. These tables indicate a strong preference for VOA (average 
52.3%) and AVO (average 29.8%) word orders, and a dispreference for VAO 
(average 11.3%) and other orders in which agent is expressed after the verb. 
Only Niulala, the oldest child in the study, displays no strong preference for 
certain orders over others. 

TOTAL VOA AVO OAV AOV VAO OVA O[VA] 

Matu'u 43 53.5% (23) 32.6% (14) - - 7.0% (3) 2.3% ( 1 )  4.6% (2) 

lakopo 19 52.6% (10) 42.1% (8) 5.3% ( I )  - - - -

Pesio 23 69.5% (16) 17.4% (4) - 4.4% ( 1 )  8.7% ( 2 )  - -

Naomi 26 65.4% (17) 23.1% (6) - - 1 1 . 5 % ( 3 )  - -

Niulala 40 32.5% (13) 32.5% (13) - - 12.5% (9) 10.0% (4) 2.5% ( I )  

TOTALS 151 52.3% (79) 29.8% (45) .7% ( 1 )  .7% ( 1 )  11.3% (17) 3.3% (5) 1.9% (3) 

T 4 ~ r . r ~5. 

transitive utterances

(Ochs 1982)
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SESSION AVO OAV VAO OVA O[VA] 

1 I 2 

11 4 1 I 

111 - - 1 - -

I V 5 - 1 - I 

V - - 2 2 -

V 1 1 - - - -

V11 - I - --

VllI 2 - 1 I -

TOTALS 13 - 9 4 I 

TABLE 10. Niulala. 

Table 1 1  focuses on the position of patient NP's. It shows how frequently 
these constituents appear immediately following the verb, so that a comparison 
can be made with the position of major arguments of intransitive verbs. Table 
1 1  summarizes this information for each session and for each child. It shows, 
with the exception again of Niulala, a strong tendency to place patient NP's 
right after the verb.' 

Matu'u 86.0% (37) 

lakopo 94.7% (18) 

Pesio 91.3% (20) 

Naomi 88.5% (23) 

Niulala 65.0% (26) 

TABLEI I .  

These word-order results have implications beyond the expression of ergative 

relations. In particular, they indicate that what has been considered as the 
basic word order of Samoan, namely verb-subject-object (Greenberg 1966), 
is NOT DEVELOPMENTALLY BASIC.This word order is relatively late to emerge, 
and does not account for the majority of utterances in which agent and patient 

are both expressed. These results confirm the hypotheses of Lehmann 1973 
and of Slobin, that the verb and patient form a 'perceptual Gestalt which resists 
interruption' (Slobin 1975:13). Slobin would predict that such a word order 
(VSO) would not be initially acquired by young children, and this is borne out 
by the Samoan data. Young Samoan children prefer to keep the verb and 
patient sequentially contingent, placing the agent either before or after this 
unit. 

A reader has suggested that young Samoan children may be reserving the immediate postverbal 

position for pronouns (rather than for absolutive constituents). A count of the number of nominal 

and pronominal patients appearing immediately after the verb in the canonical transitive corpus 

indicates that this is not true. The patient NP's in VOA and AVO canonical transitives tend to be 

predominantly NOUNS rather than pronouns, as the table below indicates. 

TOTAL N O M I N A L  P R O N O M I N A L  

Matu'u 37 30 7 

Iakopo 18 13 5 

Pesio 20 17 3 

Naomi 23 16 7 

Niulala 26 14 12 

TOTALS 124 90 34 

(Ochs 1982)
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It has been suggested by a reader that the children's word-order data allow 

a second interpretation, in which children have an encoding strategy which 
orders predicates and subjects-rather than verbs, absolutives, and ergative 
constituents. The ordering strategy places predicates before subjects; see Fig- 
ure 1. 

W O R D  ORDERTRANSITIVEWORD ORDER I N T R . ~ N S ~ T I V E  

/I I I  
V Object Subject Subject 

As noted earlier, the data do suggest that the children treat transitive verb 
and patient NP as a unit, in that they disprefer VAO constructions-i.e. con-
structions in which a major constituent interrupts the predicate. This dis- 
preference is not limited to children's speech. Research on adult word-order 
(Ochs, MS) indicates that Samoan adults also show a preference for placing 
transitive verb and object next to each other. Tables 12-14 show that this 

preference is strongest in the speech of women and in that of household mem- 
bers, the primary sociolinguistic environment of the young child. 

SITUATION TOTAL VAO VOA AVO OVA 
I 23 21.7% (5) 34.8% (8) 34.7% (8)  8.7% (2)  

11 15 26.7% (4) 66.7% (10) - 6.6% ( I )  

111 14 28.6% (4)  35.7% (5) 28.6% (4)  7.1% ( 1 )  

IV 6 66.7% (4)  16.7% ((I 16.6% ( I )  -
V 17 52.9% (9)  17.6% (3)  11.8% (2) 17.6% (3)  

TOTALS 75 34.7% (26) 36.0% (27) 20.0% (15) 9.3% (7)  

TABLE 12. Word-order preferences: canonical transitives with three full 

constituents. (Situations are  defined as  in Table 1 ,  above.)  

TOTAL 

UTTERANCES VAO VOA AVO OVA 

Men 38 44.7% (17) 36.8% (14) 7.9% (3)  10.5% (4)  

Women 37 24.3% (9) 35.1% (13) 32.457 (12) 8.1T;i ( 3 )  

TABLE 13. Word-order preferences and sex of speaker. 

TOTAL 

UTTERANCES VAO VOA AVO OVA 
SPEAKING I N  3 8 23.7% (9)  47.4% (18) 2 1 . 0 9  (8)  7.9% ( (3 )  

SPEAKING OUT 37 45.9% (17) 24.357 (9 )  18.9% ( 7 )  10.8% (4)"  

TABLE 14. Word-order preferences: speech to  family vs. non-family. (The asterisk 

marks a rough figure.) 

However, the children's word-order patterns offer no evidence for a unified 
category 'subject' that collapses major arguments of intransitive verbs and 
agents of transitive verbs. The argument for their use of syntactic subject as (Ochs 1982)
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Split-ergativity, only A in perfective contexts receive 
ergative marking (clitic ne)

between ‘agent of transitive action’ (which can be marked with ergative
or nominative case), and ‘actor of intransitive action’ (which can receive
absolutive or nominative case-marking). If children do indeed rely on a
narrower prelinguistic construal of agency, the lack of overextension errors
in children acquiring ergative case is predicted, since they have no bias to
group agents of transitive actions and actors of intransitive actions together
in the first place (for arguments against innate linking rules, see Bowerman,
1990).
Languages with split case-systems provide an interesting test domain to

examine whether an even narrower innate concept of agency plays a role in
children’s acquisition of case-marking in their language. Split case-marking
across languages is conditioned by relatively fine-grained semantic factors
(Siegel, 2000), requiring an even more constrained definition of agency than
the role of transitive agent. In such languages, the A role argument might
receive overt marking in some contexts and no marking in others, on the
basis of factors such as tense-aspect, person, animacy, pragmatic function,
etc. (Van Valin, 1992).
In a split-ergative language such as Hindi (Indo-European, spoken mainly

in Northern India), agents of transitive actions do not receive uniform
morphological marking (see Pandharipande & Kachru, 1977, and references
cited therein).2 In non-perfective contexts, A role arguments do not receive
any overt marking (‘nominative case’), whereas in perfective contexts, they
are marked with the clitic ne (‘ergative case’) (examples (5), (6)) ; barring
some lexical exceptions, S role arguments are typically null-marked (7) :3

(5) wo haar uThaa-taa hae.
‘He-NOM necklace-NOM lift-IPFV.SG.M. be.PRS.3SG.’
‘He picks up a necklace’

(6) us=ne haar uThaa-yaa.
‘He=ERG necklace-NOM lift-PFV.SG.M.’
‘He picked up a necklace. ’

(7) wo baeTh-aa.
‘he-NOM sit-PFV.SG.M.’
‘He sat (down). ’

[2] The term ‘split-ergative’ is somewhat of a misnomer in Hindi since case-alternations on
the subject are conditioned by perfectivity, case-alternations on the object are con-
ditioned by animacy, definiteness, and specificity, and the two types of marking alternate
(partly) independently of each other (Mohanan, 1994).

[3] Glossing conventions are based on the Leipzig Glossing Rules (http://www.eva.mpg.de/
lingua/files/morpheme.html) : 1 : first person; 2 : second person; 3 : third person; ACC:
accusative; ERG: ergative; F : feminine; FUT: future; GEN: genitive; IMP: impera-
tive; INF: infinitive; INS: instrumental ; IPFV: imperfective; M: masculine; NOM:
nominative; PFV: perfective; PL: plural; PRS: present; PROG: progressive; PST:
past; SG: singular; DM: discourse marker; LV: light verb.
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Longitudinal corpus of 3 children (1;7-3;9)

Urban middle-class families in New Delhi.

Audio-and video-taped on a weekly basis for 1 year 
in various contexts with various caretakers.

2 children were siblings and they were recorded 
together.
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Results:

All children produced the ergative marker only in 
obligatory contexts, no overextensions only errors 
of omission

‘errors of omission’ (i.e. not all agents of transitive, perfective actions receive
ne marking where they are characteristically required); ne marking is never
used in ungrammatical contexts, and appears to be relatively productive, at
least by age 2;3. I discuss each of these findings in more detail below.

‘Errors of omission ’

There are relatively few obligatory contexts of use owing tomassive argument
ellipsis and the here-and-now nature of the interactions. Nevertheless, in
those uses that we can observe, we find only ‘errors of omission’, where
children omit the use of ne in contexts where they are clearly required.

The oldest child ‘Aar’ is almost at ceiling (87% use overall in obligatory
contexts), with only two omissions of ne (see column 3, Table 2). This
finding corroborates the results for older children presented in Butt (1991).
Although there is individual variation in the rates at which ne marking is
realized in obligatory contexts, the same pattern (where the only errors are
those of omission) is observable in the two younger children as well
(Table 2). The child ‘Man’ uses ne in 52% of obligatory contexts between
the ages of 2;2 to 2;8. The youngest child ‘Ish’ is relatively precocious,
realizing ne in about 88% of obligatory contexts. The uses of ne do not occur
with a few specific verbs, but are found with a range of verbs for all three
children (Tables 3, 4 and 5) (see discussion of early productivity below).

One interpretation of ‘errors of omission’ suggests a semantic motivation:
perhaps children are using null marking for A role arguments of less agentive
verbs, reserving the use of ergative marking for agents of highly transitive
events involving a strongly affected patient (Slobin, 1985). However, a survey
of the verbs with which the children use null-marked and ne marked agents
does not support this view (see Tables 3, 4 and 5). The predicates with which
the children use null-marking on A role arguments include those which
encode actions with highly affected patients such as maar ‘hit ’, Daal ‘put/
drop’, band kar ‘close+do’, and laD|aaii kar ‘fight+do’, as well as pre-
dicates such as choD| ‘ leave’, sunaa ‘recite/narrate’ and pehen ‘wear’ which
might be considered less agentive since they do not strongly affect the

TABLE 1. Summary information for Hindi children

Child Gender

Age at
onset of
taping

Age Range
selected
for study

No. of Sessions
selected for study

(total=24)

No. of utterances
containing a verb
in selected sessions

(total=4362)

Obligatory
contexts
for uses
of ne

Aar male 2;11 3;4–3;9 5 940 15
Man female 2;1 2;2–2;8 10 2391 23
Ish female 1;3 1;7–2;3 9 1031 51

NARASIMHAN
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patient. Further, less strongly agentive verbs such as dekh ‘see’, puuch
‘ask’, and kah ‘say’ are used with ne marking on the A role argument as
well. Moreover, some verbs appear with both ne and null-marking, e.g. de
‘give’, pehen ‘wear’, khaa ‘eat ’, banaa ‘make’, le ‘ take’, and maar ‘hit ’.
A second possibility is that children are using a dialectal variant of standard

Hindi which does allow ne omission. The data, at least for ‘Ish’ and her
older sibling ‘Aar’, suggest that this is unlikely. The child ‘Aar’ uses ne in
almost 100% of obligatory contexts. Since he is exposed to input which is
similar to that of his younger sibling ‘Ish’, we might expect a similar pattern
of use and non-use of ne in obligatory contexts for the two children.
However, the fact that his use of ne is near ceiling, and that use of ne in the
speech of ‘Ish’ gradually increases over time until it reaches ceiling, suggests
that the children are not mixing dialects, but start from restricted uses of ne
which eventually expand, presumably to match the dominant patterns in the
input.

‘Errors of commission ’

Overall, there are NO ‘errors of commission’ in the uses of ne in any of the
children (rightmost column of Table 2). These findings echo results in the

TABLE 2. Case-marking of A role arguments in the three children

Child Age
Obligatory
contexts

No marking on
A arguments

ne marking on A arguments
(% realization of ne on A
arguments in perfective

contexts)

Ungrammatical uses
of ne (A args in

non-perf. contexts,
S args, or O args.)

Aar 3;4 1 1 0 (0%) 0
3;5 3 0 3 (100%) 0
3;6 4 1 3 (75%) 0
3;7 2 0 2 (100%) 0
3;9 5 0 5 (100%) 0
Total 15 2 13 (87%) 0

Man 2;2 1 1 0 (0%) 0
2;3 4 3 1 (25%) 0
2;4 5 5 0 (0%) 0
2;6 5 1 4 (80%) 0
2;7 7 1 6 (85.7%) 0
2;8 1 0 1 (100%) 0
Total 23 11 12 (52%) 0

Ish 1;7 1 0 1 (100%) 0
1;9 2 1 1 (50%) 0
1;10 12 3 9 (75%) 0
1;11 5 2 3 (60%) 0
2;1 7 0 7 (100%) 0
2;3 24 0 24 (100%) 0
Total 51 6 45 (88.2%) 0
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Verbs used in different contexts

CONCLUSIONS

The present study evaluated two construals of the semantic role of AGENT as
possible candidates for innate semantic predispositions influencing children’s
early patterns of case-marking. A broad construal treats A and S arguments
alike, as being ‘agentive’. Prior research in ergative languages suggests that
children do not operate with an agentive bias, which treats A and S roles
alike for the purposes of acquiring case-marking patterns. The findings
from children acquiring Hindi provide additional evidence in support of
this finding: children never extend ne marking from A to S role arguments.
An alternative possibility, proposed in Pinker (1984), suggests that children

might be relying on a narrower innate notion of agency which is restricted
to agents of multi-participant events. This account predicts that children
will initially case-mark all agents of transitive actions in a similar way, even
in a split-ergative language such as Hindi, where agents of transitive actions
do not receive uniform marking. Early uses of case-marking in Hindi show
that children scrupulously restrict ne marking to agents of transitive actions
only in PERFECTIVE contexts, implying early sensitivity to patterns of split
case-marking in the input.
The empirical findings from Hindi, a language with relatively unusual

case-marking patterns, suggest that further investigation of the nature and
role of the concept of agency in early language acquisition is required. One
could posit an even narrower innate notion of agency which is universally

TABLE 7. Verbs with null and ne marking on A arguments in
‘Ish ’ (1;7–2;3 years)

Verb
ne marking on A args.
(perfective contexts)

No marking on A args.
(non-perfective contexts)

banaa ‘make’ AATii ‘aunty’ aap ‘you (polite)’
bhaiyyaa ‘brother’ bhaiyyaa ‘brother’
mAE ‘I ’ mAE ‘I ’

dekh ‘see’ mAE ‘I ’ ye ‘ this/it/he/she’
khaa ‘eat’ mAE ‘I ’ mAE ‘I ’

ham ‘we’ aap ‘you (polite)’
mAA ‘mother’ ye ‘ this/it/he/she’
bhaiyyaa ‘brother’
baabuujii ‘ father’

maar ‘hit ’ mAE ‘I ’ mAE ‘I ’
meDaam ‘madam’ maccilii ‘fish’
baccaa ‘child’ aap ‘you (polite)’

nikaal ‘remove’ bhaiyyaa ‘brother’ candaa maamaa
‘moon’

pehen ‘wear’ mAE ‘I ’ mAE ‘I ’
kar ‘do’ meDaam ‘madam’ ye ‘ this/it/he/she’
pakaD|‘wear’ mAE ‘I ’ ye ‘ this/it/he/she’
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Summary

Socio-linguistic factors can have a strong influence in learning a 
grammatical category.

Context-driven learning, i.e. children learn forms in specific contexts and 
adapt to the distributions of this context.

The acquisition of ergative marking is highly language specific but there 
seems to be no evidence that children first treat agents of transitive 
sentences and subjects of intransitive sentences alike. 

A variety of factors such as perceptual factors, context-sensitivity, 
frequency etc. have to be considered for each language individually and be 
taken into account in comparing the ‘same’ categories across languages. 

Comparisons with the adults surrounding the child are crucial for any 
acquisition study.
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